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RISO Demonstrates High Speed Printing at PRINT18 
T2 Color Output at 320 Cut Sheet PPM 

 
Burlington, MA – September 6, 2018 – RISO, Inc. will be demonstrating the T2 twin-engine 
cut sheet production inkjet platform at Chicago’s PRINT18, September 30 through October 2 in 
Booth 3611.  

Intended as a solution for the transactional, direct mail and the short run book publishing 
markets, the RISO T2 can produce up to 320 color impressions per minute, meeting or beating 
the speeds of other color cut sheet inkjet devices and nearly all black and white toner-based 
cut sheet production machines.  Its physical footprint is roughly nine times smaller than 
comparable speed cut sheet inkjet machines and draws anywhere from six to nine times less 
power.  Put this all together, and customers now have a very powerful, productive and cost-
effective production inkjet solution.  The T2 is an ideal system to ease more traditional print 
houses into inkjet production, upgrade aging toner fleets, manage short runs and reprints, 
provide complimentary production to existing roll-fed inkjet devices, and provide a cost-
effective disaster recovery and continuity of operations solution.  Driven by a TagG 
Informatique controller, the T2 will handle IPDS, PDF, PS and AFP print streams natively and 
drive the printer at rated speeds. 

In addition, RISO will also be demonstrating an optional roll-feed system which will be 
connected directly to the T2.  This system can feed up to a 50” diameter roll to the cutter unit, 
that will accurately produce consistent sheets for on-demand feeding to the T2 engines.  This 
productivity enhancement will help drive paper and labor costs down while increasing the T2’s 
up-time.  To schedule a private demonstration of the system while onsite at PRINT18, email 
your request to inkjetPPS@riso.com and one of our dedicated production printing specialists 
will coordinate your visit. 

About RISO, Inc.: 

RISO, Inc., headquartered in Burlington, Massachusetts, is a wholly owned subsidiary of RISO 
Kagaku Corporation, Japan's leading manufacturer and distributor of high-speed inkjet printers 
and digital duplicators.  RISO’s ComColor printers offer fast, affordable, environmentally 
friendly digital color at speeds of up to 160 pages per minute.  Its line of digital duplicators 
includes one- and two-color systems that reliably produce millions of copies, are 
environmentally friendly, and are easy and inexpensive to use.  To learn more about RISO’s 
ComColor series, visit http://us.riso.com or call 1-800-663-3031 x2. 
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